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ABSTRACTS 
The purpose of the abstracts is to give sufficient information about the subject 
matter of each publication to enable readers to decide whether to read it. NO 
review or evaluation is intended. The indexing terms (in boldface capitals) refer 
only to aspects of the publication of interest to historians of mathematics, including 
some topics in general history of science and historiography, but not other topics 
unless there is a fairly close link with mathematics or its history. We hope to 
publish cumulative subject indices. 
Readers are invited to send reprints, autoabstracts, corrections, additions, and 
notices of publications that have been overlooked. Be sure to include complete 
bibliographic information. We need volunteers willing to cover one or more journals 
for this department. 
MR 46 #3255 means that the item is numbered 3255 in volume 46 of Mathematical 
Reviews. RZ 1973 #3Al4 means that the item is numbered 3A14 in the third number of 
the 1973 volume of the Referativny Zhurnal. 2 50 4 means volume 50, page 4 of the 
Zentralblatt. 
The symbol * in the margin indicates a publication that deserves more discussion 
than it may ordinarily get in the Reviews Department (either because it is an article 
rather than a book or because it is such a large book that a single review cannot 
deal with it fully). Readers are invited to comment by letter for our Correspondence 
Department and by submitting manuscripts of reviews 01 articles. 
SIMONOV, R A 1975 0 svyazi drevnerusskikh oboznachenii bolshikh chisel s 
vychislitelnoi practikoi (On the relation between the old Russian designation of 
large numbers and computational practice). Problemy ist mat i mekh 2, 83-89 
NUMERATION. RUSSIAN MATHEMATICS. MEDIEVAL MATHEMATICS. 
SIRSHOV, A I and others 1972 KONSTANTIN ALEKSANDROVICH ZHEVLAKOV. Mat. Zametki 12, 
233-237 OBITUARY Zhevlakov (1939-1972) with BIBLIOGRAPHY (1962-1972). (Also in 
English in 1973 Math Notes 12, 575-577). (MR 47 #3138) 
SKORDEV, D & P PETKOV 1973 Andrei Andreevich Markov po sluchai 70-godishninata mu 
(A. A. Markov on the occasion of his 70th birthday). Bulgarian Academy of Sciences 
Physico-Mathematical Journal 16(49)(4), 312-315 
SKRIPKO, D A 1975 Dokazatelstvo teoremy Ruffini-Abelya M. V. Ostogradskim (Proof 
of the RUFFINI-ABEL THEOREM by M V OSTROGRADSKII). Problemy ist mat i mekh 2, 119-124 
SLAVUTIN, E I 1975 Algebra Diofanta i ee estoki (The ALGEBRA of DIOPHANTUS and its 
sources). Istoriko-mat. issled. 20, 63-103 
SLEPIAN, David editor 1974 Key Papers in the Development of Information Theory. 
New York (IEEE Press) 463 p A SOURCE BOOK of papers on INFORMATION THEORY from 
Shannon's 1948 papers to the present. Three parts: The Classical Source and Channel; 
Rate Distortion Theory; Man Terminal Channels. Introduction with BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
Editor's biography. 
SLEZKIN, N A 1975 Metodologicheskie voprosy, svyazannye s kineticheskimi uravneniyami 
Boltsmana (Methodological questions related to the kimetic equations of Boltzmann). 
Problemy ist mat i mekh 2, 5-11 KINETIC THEORY OF GASES. L E BOLTZMANN. 
SOBIROV, G 1974 Metody opredeleniya sinusa odnogo gradusa na blizhnemi i srednem 
vostoke v XV-XVII vv. (Methods of defining the SINE of one deirree in the NEAR and 
MIDDLE EAST in the XV-xv11 centuries). Proc. XIII Int. Con. Gist. Sci. 1971 Sect IV, 
70-72 TRIGONOMETRY. TRIGONOMETRIC TABLES. ULUGBEG.AL-KASHI. SAVAI DZAI SINGKH. 
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SOFONEA, T 1970 I pionieri e construttori dell'assicurazioni moderna. Johan de Witt, 
inventore de1 calculo delle rendita nell Ollana fiorente de1 Secolo d'Oro. 
Assicurazioni Generali 5(6, 7, 8) INSURANCE. J de WITT. 
SOFONEA, T 1974 1 pionieri e construttori dell'assicurazioni moderna. Abraham 
de Moivre et il primo sistema attuariale organico. Assicurazioni Generali 6(13) 
INSURANCE. A DEMOIVRE. 
SOLOHUB, V C 1972 Razvitie teorii differentisialnogo uravneniya Au + pfx,y)u = 0 
vo vtoroi polovine XIX veka (The development of the theory of the differential 
equation Au + p(x,y)u = 0 in the latter half of the XIX century). Narisi z istorii 
prirodozn. i tekhn. resp. mizhvid zb. 17, 23-32 (Ukrainian) DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. 
G SCHWARZ. E PICARD. H POINCARE. (RZ 1973 #4A24). (Helen Skala) 
SOLOHUB, V S 1975 Razvitie teorii ellioticheskikh uravnenii v XVIII i XIX- 
(Development of the theory of ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS in the XVIII-th and XIX-th centuries). 
Kiev (Naukova Dumka) 280 p POTENTIAL THEORY. LAPLACE EQUATION. POISSON EQUATION. 
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS. ELLIPTIC PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. Prehistory of the 
19th HILBERT PROBLEM. BIHARMONIC EQUATIONS. n-HARMONIC EQUATIONS. GREEN FUNCTIONS. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY (B. M. Schein) 
SOLOVEI, L A 1975 Vzayemozvyazok konstruktyvnoho i nekonstruktyvnoho momentiv u 
matematychnomu piznanni (The interconnection of the constructive and nonconstuctive 
aspects in the mathematical knowledge). Filosofski problemy suchasnoho pryodoznavstva 
38, 41-49 Evolution of NUMBER THEORY. Search for ALGORITHMS in the history of 
mathematics. "Pure EXISTENCE THEOREMS" and their heuristic function for constructive 
mathematics. (B. M. Schein) 
SOMERVILLE, Richard C J 1975 Computing the Weather Depends on Math Models and 
Techniques. SIAM News 8(S), 1, 3 METEOROLOGY. Brief account of the evolution of 
NUMERICAL METHODS and the use of COMPUTER MODELS in WEATHER FORECASTING. L F RICHARDSON 
R COURANT. J CHARNEY. R FJORTOFT. J VON NEUMANN. (H. S. Tropp) 
SOROKINA, L A 1972 Iz istorii kompleksnogo umnozheniya ellipticheskikh funktsii 
(From the history of COMPLEX MULTIPLICATION of ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS). Probl. istorii 
mat. i mekh., Moscow 1, 47-55 ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS. (RZ 1973 #7A26) (Helen Skala) 
SPIESS, 0 editor 1955 Der Briefwechsel von Johann Bernoulli. Vol. I. Base1 
(Birkhxuser) 531 p This first volume contained 162 LETTERS from the period 1690- 
1706 (especially with G F L'HOSPITAL) to and from JOHANN BERNOULLI (1667-1748) ex- 
tensive commentary, chronological table of letters, BIBLIOGRAPHY of 1'Hospital's 
published works, bibliography of frequently cited works, index of problems, topical 
and name indexes, facsimiles of writing, PORTRAITS of Johann Bernoulli and of PIETER 
BURMAN, and a 76 page foreword containing an essay on the BASLE mathematicians of 
the XVIII century and a plan for publishing a complete works of the BERNOULLIS in 20 
to 25 volumes, including 6-8 of the Johann Bernoulli correspondence. The publishers 
have written us that "publication date of Vol. II is unknown." 
SPIRA, Robert 1976 High Precision Constants. East Lansing, Michigan I(Department of 
Mathematics) Mimeographed, about 125 p HIGH PRECISION CONSTANTS are those given to 
at least 50 significant digits. An INDEX (following the classification numbering of 
Comrie et al. Index of Mathematical Tables) with BIBLIOGRAPHIES and corrections of 
errors, for all such constants found by the author's search. 
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STAMATIS, Evangelos S 1976 Matematika eis tous dialogous tou Platonos (Mathematics 
contained in PLATO'S Dialogues). Athens 112 p The ancient Greek text of selected 
passages is quoted on the left page and the translation into modern Greek on the right 
followed by commentary, and BIBLIOGRAPHY. The numbering of passages renders their 
reading in English easy, with the Loeb Library edition (Heinemann, London). Also a 
rich bibliography. 
STAMATIS, Evangelos S 1976 Istoria ton ellenikon mathematikon (History of GREEK 
MATHEMATICS). Athens 190 p Primarily on GREEK ARITHMETIC. 
STEEN, Lynn Arthur 1975 Public understanding of mathematics. Notices Amer. Math. 
Sot. 22, 363-365 SOCIOLOGY OF SCIENCE. MATHEMATICS AND CULTURE. Discusses mathe- 
matical literacy at the practical, civic, and cultural levels. Makes recommendations 
for improving the communication between mathematicians and laymen. (D. E. Kullman) 
STEEN, Lynn Arthur 1975 Solving the Great Bubble Mystery. Science News 108, 186- 
187 PLATEAU'S PROBLEM. MINIMAL SURFACES. GEOMETRIC MEASURE THEORY. Expository 
articles discussing the current status of the problem of the geometric structure of 
soap bubble clusters in terms of the work of J. TAYLOR, F J ALMGREN, H FEDERER, 
W H FLEMING, and E BOMBIERI. (H. S. Tropp) 
STEEN, Lynn Arthur 1975 Foundations of Mathematics: Unsolvable Problems. 
Science 189, 209-210 UNDECIDABILITY. MODELS. PROOF. M SOUSLIN. Brief exposition 
of some examples of classes of problems which have been proved unsolvable since the 
1963 work of P COHEN. (H. S. Tropp) 
STEINER, Mark 1975 Mathematical Knowledge. Ithaca, NY and London (Cornell U P) 
164 p PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS. LOGIC. CONSISTENCY. PROOF. INTUITION. 
WITTGENSTEIN, L. FREGE, G. POINCARE, H. RUSSELL, B. HILBERT, D. QUINE, W V 0. 
TRUTH. DEFINITION. LOGICISM. INDUCTION. PLATONISM. SET THEORY. EPISTOMOLOGY OF 
MATHEMATICS. 
STIGLER, Stephen M 1976 The anonymous professor Gergonne. HM 3, 71-74 
STATISTICS. MEANS. HISTORIOGRAPHY. Corrects a mistaken attzbution to J SVANBERG 
of a paper by J D GERGONNE. 
STONE, Marshall 1976 A REMINISCENCE on the extension of the WEIERSTRASS APPROXIMA- 
TION THEOREM. s 3, 328 STONE-WEIERSTRASS APPROXIMATION THEOREM. 
STRAUSS, Aaron 1976 ENIAC: The First Computer. The Mathematics Teacher 69, 66-72 
Traces the development of CALCULATORS from 1623 until the completion of the ENIAC 
in 1946, the COMPUTER in the USA and its influence on mathematics, (James K. Bidwell) 
SUGA. Genzo 1973 'fiR,lFxl7 (#gTih) 
for multiplication in Japan (5)]. 
["Kuku" of mnemonic system 
Sugakushi Kenkyu (J.-Hist. Math., Japan) No. 59, -__ 
58-64 MULTIPLICATION and DIVISION inS%'(JAPANESE MATHEMATICS) and CHINESE 
MATHEMATICS using the SWANBAN (Chinese ABACUS). (Katsuhiko Yoshida) 
SURMA, Stanislaw editor 1973 Studies in the llistory of Mathematical Logic. Wroclaw 
and Warsaw (Polish Academy of Sciences, Institute of Philosophy and Sociology) 
288 p 17 historical articles. CLASSICAL PROPOSITIONAL LOGIC. INTUITIONISTIC 
PROPOSITIONAL LOGIC. COMPLETENESS OF FIRST ORDER PREDICATE LOGIC. LINDENBAUM 
ALGEBRAS. SET THEORY. G CANTOR. PHILOSOPHY OF LOGIC. (G. H. Moore) 
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SUPPE, Frederick editor 1974 The Stucture of Scientific Theories. Urbana 
(University of Illinois Press) 696 p REFERENCE BOOK on PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE. 
A book length (241 p) introductory survey by Suppe of the literature of this century 
on the STRUCTURE of scientific theories. Revised and edited proceedings of a 1969 
symposium, with editorial comments and interpolations (including papers by leaders 
in the field, such as David Bohm, I B Cohen, Bas C van Fraassen, C G Hempel, T S Kuhn, 
Hilary Putnam, and Patrick Suppes), a postscript by Stephen Toulmin, and a comprehen- 
sive (31 p) BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
SZUMOWSKI, Wladyslaw 1973 Le 9OOe anniversaire de la mort d'Avicenne (The 900th 
anniversary of the death of AVICENNA). Acta his rer nat net tech, Spec 6, 338-342 
TANNERY, Marie-Paul 1973 Sur Mersenne (On Mersenne). Acta his rer nat net tech, 
Spec 6, 343-347 Describes "notre tome III" of the correspondence of MERIN MERSENNE. 
TEISSLER, Viktor 1973 Joseph Max Petzval (Resume). Acta his rer nat net tech, Spec 
6, 348-349 The work of J M PETZVAL, Professor of Mathematics at VIENNA, on PHOTOGRAPHY. 
THIEL, Christian 1975 Leben und Werk LEOPOLD LGWENHEIMS (1878-1957). Jber Deu 
Math-Verein 77(l), 1-9 LOGIC. Only "Teil I: Biographishes und Bibliograw' 
appears. Though his death date has been published as 1940, the author shows that in 
spite of Nazi persecution as a (as a "one-quarter Jew") he lived through the war and 
was even active in educational work to the age of 71. 
TODD, John 1971 CHARLES BROWN TOMPKINS 1912-1971. Mathematics of Computation 25, 
931-933 Obituary notice of one of the pioneers in NUMERICAL ANALYSIS and COMPUTING. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. (H. S. Tropp) 
TODD, John 1974 John von Neumann and the National Accounting Machine. SIAM Review 
16, 526-530 J VON NEUMANN. D H SADLER. COMPUTERS. PROGRAMMING. MECHANICAL COMPU- 
TATION. ENGLAND. ww II. A personal account of a visit by von Neumann with Todd 
during which von Neumann wrote his first program which was intended to perform a par- 
ticular interpolation on an NCR Accounting Machine. Includes a reproduction of van 
Neumann's program as written during a train ride with Todd from Bath to London on 
30 April 1943. (H. S. Tropp) 
TRIFUNOVIC, Dragan 1974 Ubodnik za istoriju mekhanichkikh nauka kod srba (Introduc- 
tion to the history of MECHANICS in SERBIA). Matematichki Vesnik (NS) 11(3), 223-232 
Desirability, sources, methods, and examples for such a history. Serbian with brief 
French summary. 
TRIPODI, Angelo 1973 La dimensione storica della matematica nell'insegnamento 
secondario superiore (The dimension of HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS in upper secondary 
education). Periodic0 de matematiche (Gruppo IV)(Serie V) 49(h), 39-46 
TROPP, Henry S 1976 The origin and history of the FIELDS MEDAL. HM 3, 167-181 
J C FIELDS. Includes list of medal winners, the text of his proposal, excerpts from 
minutes, and a photograph of the medal. 
TSUNEISHI, Kei-ichi 1974 Origin of information theory in optics. Proc XIII Int Con 
Hist Sci 1971 Sect VI, 27-32 INFORMATION THEORY. OPTICS. D GABOR. E ABBE. RAYLEIGH. 
TUMAKOV, I M 1975 Anri Leon Lebeg 1875-1941. Moscow (Nauka) 118 p LEBESGUE, 11 L 
BIBLIOGRAPHY of his works, and chronology, name index. 
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TUNBRIDGE, Paul A 1973 An unpublished letter from Charles Babbage F.R.S. to Pierre 
Prevost. Archives des Sciences 26(Z), 105-110 m4RL~s BABBAGE (CORRESPONDENCE). 
PIERRE PREVOST. NOTATION. TECHNOLOGY. MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. A letter from Babbage 
to Prevost on Babbage's double vision and his proposals for a notation to represent 
motions of MECHANICS. 
TURNER, G L'E 1974 The scientific apparatus of MARTINUS VAN MARUM in the TEYLER'S 
MUSEUM, HAARLEM. Proc XIII Int Con Hist Sci 1971 Sect VI, 279-287 SCIENTIFIC 
INSTRUMENTS. MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS. 
TYAPKIN, A A 1974 K istorii spetsialnoi teorii otnositelnosti (On the history of the 
special theory of RELATIVITY). Proc XIII Int Con Hist Sci 1971 Sect VI, 63-67 
TYULINA, I A 1975 Chetyre lektsii po istorii mekhaniki (Four lectures on the history 
of MECHANICS). Problemy ist mat i mekh 2, 12-29 COPERNICUS. KEPLER. VIRTUAL 
VELOCITY. ECOLE POLYTECHNIQUE. XIX. 'M V OSTROGRADSKII. 
ULAM, Stanislaw 1974 Sets, Numbers, and Universes. SELECTED WORKS. Edited by 
BEYER. W A & MYCIELSKI, J & ROTA, G-C. Cambridge, Mass. & London (MIT Press) 732 n 
Brief.biographical sketch by BEYER, BIBLIOGRAPH? (108 titles) of Uiam's works A 
facsimiles/reprints of 53 publications including his A Collection of Mathematical 
PROBLEMS (1959; 150 p), commentaries by 15 mathematicians with bibliography, pencil 
sketch PORTRAIT. FOUNDATIONS. MEASURE. SET THEORY. COMPUTATION. COMPUTERS. GAMES. 
ULAM, S M 1976 Adventures of a Mathematician. New York (Charles Scribner's) 317 p 
AUTOBIOGRAPHY. POLAND. APPLIED MATHEMATICS. ATOMIC BOMB. PORTRAITS of the author 
and others. Many observations on events of the World War II era, especially on the 
events related to Los Alamos, and on the nature of mathematics. 
UL'YANOV, P L 1972 Representation of functions by series and classes $(L). 
Russ. Math. Surveys 27(2), l-54 BIBLIOGRAPHY. FABER-SCtLAUDER SYSTEM. FOURIER 
ANALYSIS. HAAR SYSTEM. WEIERSTRASS THEOREM. A survey of old and recent work on the 
representation of measureable functions by series, including uniqueness of problems. 
(D. E. Kullman) 
VAN DER WAERDEN. B L 1973 Vzaimodeistvie-to mezhdu matematikata i fizikata (The 
interaction between mathematics and physics). Bulgarian Academy of Sciences Physico- 
Mathematical Journal 16(49)(4), 284-291 PYTHAGORAS. ARCHIMEDES METHOD. QUANTUM 
MECHANICS. ABELIAN INTEGRALS. APPLICATIONS OF MATHEMATICS. ROLE OF MATHEMATICS. 
Translation by B P Prevel of "Uber die Wechselwirkung der Mathematik und Physik," 
Elemente der Mathematik 28(1973), No. 2, 33-41, together with a brief biographical 
note on the occasion of B L VAN DER WAERDEN'S seventieth birthday in February, 1973. 
VAN DER WAERDEN, B L & KOHLI, K & SPIESS, 0 & FLECKENSTEIN, J 0 & HENNY, J 1975 
Die Werke von Jakob Bernoulli (The COLLECTED WORKS OF JACOB BERNOULLI). Vol. 3 
Base1 (BirkhPuser) 595 p Van der Waerden writes a preface and an 18 page sketch of 
the history of PROBABILITY from Cardano to Bernoulli. The texts: selections from 
Bernoulli's notebook (in Latin and French), the Ars Conjectandi of 1713 (in Latin) 
with its appended "Lettre Q un Amy . ..'I (in French), the 1729 De Usu Artis Conjectandi 
in Iure by NIKLAUS BERNOULLI, a treatise (in Dutch facsimile) of 1671 on LIFE 
ANNUITIES by JAN DE WITT, commentaries on these materials (including selected manu- 
script materials and correspondence), by the editors, an essay on the PETERSBURG 
PROBLEM by 0. Spiess, and a list of persons with brief biographical information. 
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VAN HEIJENOORT, Jean editor 1971 From Frege to Gudel: A Source Book in Mathematical 
Logic, 1879-1931. Second corrected printing of first (1967) edition. Harvard 
University Press 660 p One of a series of source books in the history of science, 
it reprints in English translation 46 publications and letters on the foundations of 
mathematics from G FREGE's Begriffsschrift (1879) to K GODEL's undecidability theorems 
(1931). The remaining articles are by G PEANO, R DEDEKIND, C BURALI-FORTI, A PADOA, 
B RUSSELL, D HILBERT, E ZERMELO, J RICHARD, J KOENIG, N WIENER, L LOEWENHEIM, T SKOLEM, 
E POST, A FRAENKEL, L BROUWER, J VON NEUMANN, M SCHOENFINKEL, A KOLMOGOROV, P FINSLER, 
H WEYL, P BERNAYS, W ACKERMANN, and J HERBRAND. These papers with excellent commen- 
tary by their editor are relevant to the history of FORMAL LANGUAGES, SET-THEORETIC 
PARADOXES, FORMALISM, the AXIOM OF CHOICE, the THEORY OF TYPES, AXIOMATIC SET THEORY, 
MODEL THEORY, RECURSION THEORY, COMBINATORY LOGIC, PROOF THEORY, and the UNDECIDABILITY 
OF ARITHMETIC. (G. H. Moore) 
VAN SYAO-TUN 1975 Matematicheskii traktat o prodolzhenii drevnikh metodov (A mathe 
matical tract on the continuation of ancient methods). Istoriko-mat. issled. 20, 
329-371 CHINESE MATHEMATICS. Translation and commentary by E I Berezkina of this 
VII century work. 
VELO, G & WIGHTMAN, A S editors 1976 RENORMALIZATION THEORY. (D. Reidel) 490 p 
Proceedings of the NATO Advanced Study Institute held at the International School of 
Mathematical Physics at the 'Ettore Majorana' Centre for Scientific Culture in Erice 
(Sicily), Italy, 17-31 August 1975. QUANTUM FIELD THEORY. EUCLIDEAN FIELD THEORY. 
INTEGRATION IN FUNCTIONAL SPACES. The introduction and 24-page "orientation" give 
historical background. 
VELU, Jacques 1974 Le concile oecumefiique des mathgmaticiens (The mathematical 
ecumenical council). La recherche 5(50), 972-973 Sprightly report on the 1974 
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS of Mathematicians, FIELDS MEDAL winners ENRICO BOMBIERI and 
DAVID MUMFORD, seemingly based on Tate, J 1974 Science 186, 39 and Almgren, F J Jr 
& Montgomery, H 1974 Science 186, 130. 
VERCHENKO, I Ya 1972 GEORGII PAVLOVICH TOLSTOV [on his sixtieth birthday). Russ. 
Math. Surveys 27(l), 207-217 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. INTEGRATION. THEORY OF 
FUNCTIONS. BIOGRAPHY. BIBLIOGRAPHY. (D. E. Kullman) 
VERKHUNOV, V M 1974 Nikolai Ivanov Lobachevskii kak fizik (N I LOBACHEVSKII as 
physicist). Proc XIX Int Con Hist Sci 1971 Sect VI, 329-332 
VERNET, J 1975 El calculo infinitesimal y la matematica espafiola de1 siglc XVIII. 
Arch. Int. d'Hist. des Sci. 25(97), 304-308 SPAIN, XVIII. 
VESELOVSKII, I N 1974 Vozhiknovenie statiki (The origin of STATICS). Proc XIII 
Int Con Hist Sci 1971 Sect VI, 219-222 
VETTER, Betty M 1975 Women and Minority Scientists. Science 189, 751 Includes the 
proportion of WOMEN IN MATHEMATICS who attained degrees and were employed in 1974. 
(H. S. Tropp) 
VILLAT, Henri 1972 As luck would have it--a few mathematical reflections, in 
Annual Review of Fluid Mechanics 4, 1-5 HEURISTIC. PRIORITY. REMINISCENCES. 
H VILLAT (PORTRAIT). SOCIOLOGY OF MATHEMATICS. 
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VISGIN, V P 1974 Vvedenie "Erlangenskoi programmy" v fiziky (The introduction of the 
"ERLANGEN PROGRAM" in PHYSICS). Proc XIII Int Con Hist Sci 1971 Sect VI, 72-75 
GROUP THEORY. INVARIANTS. H MINKOWSKI. F KLEIN. 
VISGIN, V P 1975 Problemy vzaimosvyazi matematiki i fisiki (Problems of the inter- 
relations of mathematics and PHYSICS). Tstoriko-mat. issled. 20, 2X-50 APPLICATIONS. 
PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS. 
VLASOV, L P 1973 Approximative properties of sets in normed linear spaces. 
Russian Math. Survcxs 28(6), 1-66 BIBLIOGRAPHY. APPROXIMATIVE COMPACTNESS. BANACH 
SPACES. CONVEXITY. METRIC PROJECTION. SUNS. APPROXIMATION TIIEORY from 1859 to the 
present. Emphasis on connectedness, solarity, and convexity of CHEBYSHEV SETS. 
(D. E. Kullman) 
VOJTECH, Jan 1973 Les efforts de Bolzano pour la geometric (The work of BOLZANO on 
geometry). (Rdsum6) Acta his rcr nat net tech, Spec 6, 370-373 GEOMETRY FOUNDATIONS. 
VOLODARSKII, A I 1973 Matematika v knigakh Shulba-Sutra (Mathematics in the books 
of the SULBA-SUTRA). Proc XIII Int Con Hist Sci 1971 Sect IV, 82-85 INDIAN MATIIEMATICS 
VOLODARSKII, A 1 1975 Matematika v drevnei Indii (Mathematics in ancient India). 
Istoriko-mat. issled. 20, 282-298 INDIAN MATHEMATICS. HINDU MATHEMATICS. 
VULIKH, B 2 et al 1972 LEONID VITALEVICH KANTOROVICH (on his sixtieth birthday). 
Russian Math. Surveys 27(3), 193-201 BIOGRAPHY. BIBLIOGRAPHY. FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS. 
K-SPACES. MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS. NUMERICAL MATHEMATICS. (D. E. Kullman) 
WAFF, Craig B 1975 Universal Gravitation and the Motion of the Moon's .Apogee: The 
Establishment and Reception of Newton's Inverse-Square Law, 1687-1749. Thesis at 
the Johns Hopkins University. I NEWTON. A-C CLAIRAUT. GRAVITATION. 
WALLIS, Peter & WALLIS, Ruth 1975 Eighteenth Century British Historians of Mathe- 
matics. (British Sot for the Hist of Math) 22 p mimeographed ENGLAND. XVIII. 
HISTORIOGRAPHY. The BIBLIOGRAPHY includes several items not in May's Bibliography 
and Research Manual. 
WANG, Mao 1974 From Mathematics to Philosophy. London (Routledge and Kegan Paul), 
New York (Ilumanities Press) 428 p PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS, FOUNDATIONS, and 
PHILOSOPHY in general from the point of view of "substantial factualism." Most 
discussed are K GODEL (including reports of discussion and correspondence with the 
author), COMPUTERS, LOGIC, SET THEORY, G FREGE, I KANT, B RUSSELL, L WITTGENSTEIN. 
WATANABE, Masao 1974 Science in late nineteenth century Japan: A statistical survey 
of periodical articles. Proc XIII Int Con Hist Sci 1971 Sect I, 311-318 
MATHEMATICAL METHODS IN HISTORY. 
WEGNER, Peter 1972 .A view of computer science education. American Mathematical 
Monthly 79, 168-179 CURRENT HISTORY. COMPUTER SCIENCE EDUCATION. INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS. COMPUTER SCIENCE. Discusses the nature of computer science, the relation 
between computation and mathematical abstraction, the employment of computer scientists, 
and a proposed set of courses in computer science. 
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WEIL. Andr& 1974 Sur les sommes de trois et ouatre carrds (On the SUMS OF THREE 
AND FOUR SQUARES). L'Enseiynement MathGmatique (2)20, 215-222. Very brief review 
of some of the work of Lagrange, Euler, Jacobi, Dirichlet and Kronecker. 
(A. Schlissel) 
WEIL, Andre 1975 Ernst Edward KLIMMER Collected Papers Vol. I. Contributions to 
NUMBER THEORY. Berlin-Heidelberg-New York (Springer) 965 p This first volume of 
a planned complete COLLECTED WORKS contains a PORTRAIT; 17 pages of introduction and 
notes by the editor; reprints of the 1892 Nachruf by E Lampe, including its BIBLIO- 
GRAPHY of Kummer's publications: the 1910 Festschrift, including correspondence with 
his mother and L. KRONECKER; and REPRINTS of 36 articles. 
WEIL, AndrC 1975 Un souvenir de lyc6en (Reminiscence of a lyc6e student). The - 
Mathematical Intelligencer 10, 25-27 AUTOBIOGRAPHY. 
WEIL, Andre 
maturity" by 
G W LEIBNIZ. 
1975 Review of "Leibniz in Paris 1672-1676, his growth to mathematical 
Joseph E. Hofmann. Bull. Amer. Math. SOC. 81, 676-688 ESSAY REVIEW. 
J E HOFMANN. A mixed evaluation, praising the lively style of the book, 
while criticizing its narrow scope and systematic use of indirect discourse. The 
reviewer gives his own interpretation of Leibniz' contributions to the development of 
CALCULUS. (D. E. Kullman) 
WEIZENBAUM, Joseph 1976 Computer Power and Human Reason. From Judgement to 
Calculation. San Francisco (W. H. Freeman) 312 p COMPUTERS. CURRENT HISTORY. 
TECHNOLOGY ANP SOCIETY. 
WHITEMAN, .J R 1975 A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF FINITE ELEMENTS. (Academic Press) No pagina- 
tion. 2166 oublications listed bv author and bv title with centered key words (KWOC! 
"Finite elemkntsl' refers to methods of approximate solution of elliptical partial 
differential equations by dividing the continuous space into a finite number of 
discrete subspaces on each of which approximations are chosen in some optimal fashior,. 
See Whiteman's 1973 The Mathematics of Finite Elements and Applications (Academic Press) 
* WHITESIDE, D T editor 1974 The Mathematical Papers of ISAAC NEWTON. ‘dol. VI. .___ 
1684-1691. With the assistance in publication of M. A. Hoskin and A. Prag. (Cambridge 
University Fress) 650 p CENTRAL FORCES. KINETICS. COMETS. MOON. ORBIT THEORY. 
EXTERVAL BALLISTICS. SERIES. CALCULUS. REFRACTION. SURFACE OF LEAST RESISTANCE. 
With the introductions, commentaries, facsimiles, notes, references, translations, 
index, etc., that have made this monumental work a classic of historical scholarship 
before it has reached the expected total of 8 volumes. 
WHITLEY, Richard editor 1974 Social Processes of Scientific Development. London 
and Boston (Routledg? and Kegan Paul) 295 p Papers related to a 1972 London 
conference of the International Sociological Association's Research Committee on the 
SOCIOLOGY OF SCIENCE. Heavily influenced by T Kuhn and R K Merton. No mathematical 
topics listed in the index. 
WIENLANDT, H 1974 Helmut Kneser in Memorium. Aequationes Mathematicae 11, 120a- 
12Ob. TOPOLOGY. ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS. GERMANY. Obituary of H KNESER, 1895-1973. 
PORTRAIT. (H. S. Tropp) 
WILDER, R L 1976 Robert Lee Moore 1882-1974. Bull. Amer. Math. Sot. 82(s), 417-427 
OBITUARY of one of America's most influential teachers of mathematics. Includes a 
brief discussion of Moore's major contributions in FOUNDATIONS OF GEOMETRY, FOUNDATIONS 
OF ANALYSIS, and SET-THEORETIC TOPOLOGY. BIBLIOGRAPHY. PEDAGOGY. (H. S. Tropp) 
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WILKES, M V 1975 Early Computer Developments at Cambridge: The EDSAC. The Radio 
and Electronic Engineer 46, 332-335. COMPUTERS. ELECTROSTATIC MEMORY. DE-BUGGING. 
MAURICE WILKES. The background, construction, and operation of, the first working 
STORED PROGRAM Cornouter EDSAC in 1949. The first book on PROGRAMMING (1951). 
PHOTOGRAPHS taken 'from a 1951 film of EDSAC. 
I -, 
Originally presented at the Colloquium 
on the 25th Anniversary of the Stored Program Computer, held at the Royal Society, 
London, 12 November 1974. (H. S. Tropp) 
WILKES, M V 1975 How Babbage's Dream Came 'True. Nature 257, 541-544. C BABBAGE. 
COMPUTERS. H AIKEN. ASCC. JACQUARD LOOM. EDSAC. PROGRAMMING. DE-BUGGING. 
Brief account of Babbage's conceptual ideas and their ultimate independent realization 
by Howard Aiken in a 1937 proposal which was realized in the Automatic Sequence 
Controlled Calculator built by IBM and installed at Harvard. The author also describes 
the computational environment of the 1930's and the immediate post-war era in England 
during which he supervised the construction of EDSAC which became operational in 1949. 
PORTRAIT. (I-I. S. Tropp) 
WILLIAMS, Trevor I editor 1974 A Biographical Dictionary of Scientists. Second 
edition (First 1969). New York (Wiley) and London (A and C Black) 656 p 
BIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCE. Includes biographies of 87 mathematicians by .J D North, 
R P Larch, D Nudds, A Armitage, T I Williams, J M Dubbey, J W Herivel, and others. 
National distribution if British 30, German 16, French 15, Hellenic 9, Dutch 3, 
Italian 3, Swiss 3, Norwegian 2, USA 2 (Gibbs, Wiener), and Hungarian, Indian, Irish, 
and Russian 1 each. Ileaviside is included but without mention of his mathematical 
work. A useful list of anniversaries and a list of other scientists mentioned but 
not given biographies. 
WILSON, John 1976 New light on the origin of the FOUR-COLOR CONJECTURE. lb1 3, 329 
330. Based on an article by an 1860 publication by DE MORGAN. 
WISAN. Winifred 1974 The New Science of Motion: A Study of Galileo's De Motu Local, 
Arch. History Exact Sci. 13(2/3), 103-306 GALILEO. KINEMATICS. MECHANICS. MATHE- 
MATICAL PH%ICS. XVII. A detailed description and analysis, including discussion 
of sources, of the third and fourth days in Galileo's Discoursi (1638) usually known 
as the 'Two New Sciences. 
WORRALL, John 1974 Nachruf auf Imre Lakatos. Zeitschrift fuer Allgemeine Wissenschaft 
(Wiesbaden) 5, 211-217 Brief biography and summary of the major contributions of 
IMRE LAKATOS (1922-1974) in the PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS and SCIENCE. OBITUARY. 
(H. S. Tropp) 
WUSSING, Hans and ARNOLD, Wolfgang editors 1975 Biographien bedeutender Mathematker. 
Berlin fVolk und Wissen) 534 D A BIOGRAPHICAL COLLECTION of selected mathematicians 
(5 from-ANCIENT MATHEMATICS, S'from MEDIEVAL MATHEMATICS, 5 from RENAISSANCE MATHE- 
MATICS, 5 plus the Bernoullis from the XVII century, 4 from the XVIII century, and 
17 from the XIX century, all presented in their historical context, with overviews 
of the periods, a chronology and bibliography for each biographee, PORTRAITS of 
biographees and others, many other illustrations, and a name index listing about 10 
times as many mathematicians as biographees. 
YOSHIDA, Ryuji (Kyu-ren kan or Chinese rings with nine links). 
Sugakushi Kenkyu (J. Hist. Math., Japan) No. 60, 27-37 PUZZLES. WASAN. XVIII. 
YORIYUKI ARIMA (Wasanist) on CHINESE RING PUZZLE in his book "Juki Sanoo" (1769). 
(Katsuhikb Yoshidaj 
